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Hi All

We had a great time last evening in 't Tejaterke.
Around 60/70 people found their way to this nice small venue.
This was John Kerr's final stage performance sadly.
Which is a great loss because we will not see this great showman
and musician preform live anymore!!
But yesterday was great to see him finding the energy to play over 2 hours!!
It was a moving evening with lots of laughter!
Here a small video Rob Enzlin made during the second part.
https://www.facebook.com/rob.enzlin/videos/10213877667548374/

I want to thank all who came, Harold and John for the great music,
Bas Broekhuis for the light control and the technicians of 't Tejaterke
In September the new John Kerr will be released.
For those who want a peek of the music listen here!
https://www.facebook.com/john.kerr.501/videos/1809815882409450/

And now something I am very proud of!!
The very first solo concert of the music of Johannes Schmoelling
live on stage!!

" ZEIT "
from " WUIVEND RIET " (1986 ) to " THE IMMORTAL TOURIST " (2018 )
a concert by Johannes Schmoelling and Robert Waters at Oirschot, 10th
of November 2018

For his very first solo concert Johannes Schmoelling will be on the
stage of the ENCK, the concert Temple for Electronic music in The
Netherlands. Together with Robert Waters he will take you on a musical
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journey through his 32 Years of solo music.

Held on the 10TH of November 2018.
Start 20.00 (Doors open at 18.30)
The Enck - Oirschot - The Netherlands
ADVANCED BOOKING AND PAYMENT
30 Euro
BOX-OFFICE
37 Euro
ONLINE TICKET SALES

you can order again through the Groove Download shop!!
https://shop.groove.nl/zeit-concert-by-j-schmoelling-r-waters
More info mail to ron@groove.

===== The sound of Berlin School =====
Next week the new brilliant albums of Cosmic Ground and Node
will be released.

Cosmic Ground - Cosmic Ground 4 (cd)
NODE - NODE lIVE

We should have both of them in stock this week.
Might even be we have them with us during Cosmic Nights 2018.

What we will surely have with us is the
GR-250 - RHEA - Ron Boots - Galactic Underground - Cosmic Nights 2018 (cd)
The special CD for the Cosmic Nights 2018.
Unique tracks by RHEA (Mark de Wit) Galactic Underground (Johan Geens)
and Ron Boots. Pure cosmic music that will transfer you to the outer rim
of the solar system.
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Cosmic Nights 2018!
Galactic Underground/RHEA and Ron Boots live @ Brussels Planetarium.
Mark has created a special video for this event!!
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fy18Y1Nvbmw
Saturday 19-5-2018 !!
Free entrance and a free CD for every visitor!
The CD will contain unique tracks from the performing acts of the evening.
So.... don't miss this galactic journey through time and space !
for more info mail or visit rhea3@telenet.be / http://rheabvba.be
But if you can not come to this event you can now order it until
the release for only € 6.90 Euro. instead of the regular € 9.90.

Thanks for your time.
Ron Boots

=======================================
NEW PRODUCTS
These products are NEW in our catalog.
Further in this newsletter are more details.
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html

Alpha Lyra - Nude (Fim Music) (digipak) (cd)
Blindmachine + Asuntar - Cosmos in your Mind (digipak) (cd)
Cosmic Ground - Cosmic Ground 4 (cd)
Frank Ayers - Crossroads (digipak) (cd)
Jerome Bridonneau - Humans Colors (digipak) (cdr)
Jesper Sorensen - Zero Gravity (cdr)
Kebu - Kring Havet - Meren ympärillä (digipak) (cd single)
Kurtz Mindfields - Analogic Touch (digipak) (cd)
Ken Martin - New Horizons (cdr)
Piotr Krupski - Electronic Worlds (digipak) (cd)
RHEA - Ron Boots - Galactic Underground - Cosmic Nights 2018 (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Przemyslaw Rudz - Master of Own Fate (digipak) (cd)
Robert Schroeder - New frequencies vol.3 (cd)
Klaus Schulze - Silhouettes (digipak) (cd)
Klaus Schulze - Silhouettes (2 LP + CD) (2-lp)
SpiralDreams - LastWay (cdr)
SpiralDreams - Live Vol.4 (cdr)
The Rosen Corporation - Tarkovsky (cdr)
Volker Rapp (Demo Art) - St. Petersburg (cd)
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Wavestar - Wavestar live UKE 1985 (cd)
Zanov - Open Worlds Live at Synthfest 2017 (digipak) (dvd)

-------------------------------------------------====== Dreamscape Radio =======
Dreamscape Radio show 448 is online for one extra week.
With music from Mystical Light, Hammock, Mergener e.a.
You can find Dreamscape here. http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

---best

sales

since

previous

e-news

---

NON-GROOVE UNLIMITED LABEL
1: Klaus Schulze - Silhouettes (cd)
2: Wavestar - Wavestar live UKE 1985 (cd)
3: Robert Schroeder - New frequencies vol.3 (cd)
4: Jesper Sorensen - Zero Gravity (cdr)
5: Tangerine Dream - Sessions 2 (2-cd)
6: Node - NODE lIVE (cd)
7: SpiralDreams - LastWay (cdr)
8: Jesper Sorensen - World of ElecTron (cdr)
9: FD.Project - Timeless II (cd)
10: Jesper Sorensen - Dark Star (cdr)
GROOVE UNLIMITED LABEL
1: RHEA - Ron Boots - Galactic Underground - Cosmic Nights 2018 (cd)
2: Patrick Kosmos - Monument (cd)
3: Wavestar II - Nightwinds (cd)
4: Age - Landscapes (cd)
5: Skoulaman - Next Step in Evolution (cd)
6: Ron Boots & others - An evening with friends (cd)
7: Ambient Joy - Always hold the Light (cd)
8: Gert Emmens - Stories from Floating Worlds (cd)
9: Walter Christian Rothe - Alice (cd)
10: Beyond Berlin - Fine Tunes (cd)

======= Reviews ======
37757 BySenses - People
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Paul Verkempinck 5e volledige beluistering van de dubbel-cd PEOPLE. En
even overtuigd als na de eerste beluistering. Een fantastisch 'magnum
opus". Mocht PEOPLE in de jaren 80 zijn uitgebracht, dan stond die
zeker hoog in de "charts". Soundscapes, chill-out, ambient, lounge,
Berlin School en zelfs elektronische pop/rock met véél zang. BySenses'
People is een ultra-gevarieerde en al bij al fantastische concept-cd
van méér dan 100 minuten met heel wat "oorwurmen" en obsederende
ritmes. Sterk en warm aanbevolen.
======= Reviews ======
65732 Jesper Sorensen - Zero Gravity

I have to say that it's pretty hard not to fall in love with this last
opus of Jesper Sorensen. The demolishing of our eardrums activated by
heavy, incisive and wild percussions is as much effective at the level
of the hearing pleasure as these synth solos which travel between
Jean-Michel Jarre's harmonies in the land of Michael Garisson. Heavy,
slow, lively and floating, the multiple patterns of rhythm in “Zero
Gravity” entail us in an electronic fable of more than 80 minutes of
which the incredible violence of the percussions redefined the genre.
"Dark Matter" opens in ambiences this 2nd opus of the Danish musician
who lives now in York, England. A shrill sound signal and waves of
white noises switch on these ambiences while a synth line spreads a
foggy shadow. A delicate movement of the sequencer frees a harmonious
line which pods its keys in a good circular hypnotic structure. Other
sequences join this musical rhythm. Their greasy ton es wrap them with
a crunchy wool which will make resound another rhythmic aspect of
“Zero Gravity” throughout its 10 titles, among which two in bonus. The
opening of "Ascending" follows the noisy curve of "Dark Matter". But
for the rest, it's another story. Heavy percussions knock out these
atmospheres, sculpting a rhythm of lead which bangs into us
charmingly. Sequences and percussions, as well as percussive effects,
reveal a rhythmic fauna which will amaze, by the violence, and will
charm, for the precision, throughout this album. The feeling to float
between the universes of Zoolook and Révolutions is insurmountable in
my mind. Set apart the percussions and the sequences, Jesper Sorensen
takes all the latitude to insert very good harmonious solos, that we
can whistle easily, and electronic effects very in the tone of an
album without gravity. "Navigating" proposes a waving rotary motion
which derives with a stroboscopic effect in the series of sequences.
The percussions hammer h e avy lead in this attractive structure of
sequences which waddle in a spheroidal way. They are incisive and
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their strikes divide the rhythmic reach which pitches between a usual
electronic movement and a big jerky up-beat. The synth weaves good
areal solos while blowing nice melodious layers which grip onto our
eardrums. These melodies return with more swiftness into the furious
rhythm of "Finally Falling". Another strong title which is blasted by
monstrous percussions.
"Into Space" follows with a structure of rhythm, always clubbed well
by violent percussions, which goes adrift with these sequences of
which the tones full of juices and of gurglings charm our ears since
"Dark Matter". The synth multiplies good solos, abandoning any imprint
of melodies in this structure of floating beat. The percussions
collide again the movement of the sequencer languishingly circular of
"Breaking Through" and its floating and charming solos for the
eardrums. Divided between the rondnesses of seq uences starved for
good cosmic Groove and the bombardment of the percussions, the rhythm
evolves with its fluids variations while remaining constantly lively
in its cosmic envelope. An envelope fed by lines of celestial voices
which add a not too intrusive seraphic flavor, leaving an imprint
charming to this approach very Jean-Michel Jarre, in particular at the
level of harmonies in the synth solos. The title-track throws us in a
very extraterrestrial universe with an effect of gigantic loops
decorated with sound effects from another world. Certainly, the
flavors of cosmic rock in the best years of Jarre can be found here
and they soften a little this a bit unusual introduction. The step of
the sequencer resounds piercingly. Destabilizing the opening of "Zero
Gravity", it calls the percussions for help in order to forge another
ear-catchy cosmic rhythm as heavy than as slow. This rotary and
spasmodic movement of the sequencer is of use as bases to very good
cosmic solos on a struct u re which evolves with a form of contracted
velocity in its second half. The undulatory and parallel movements of
the sequencer which feeds the opening "Beyond Time" are sprayed by an
excessive heaviness fed by another load of the percussions and by very
round sequences which dab an ostinato coated with sound effects which
incite to the stridency. In this overloaded sound noise, Jesper
Sorensen managed to keep a harmonious control with other good catchy
solos. Phew … my ears are thirsty of peace after 65 minutes of
rhythmic storm. But there is more! Two bonus tracks come with the
download of “Zero Gravity”. "Dark Matter Breaking Through" are both
tracks in one, which is very logical, whereas "Ascending (Short
Edition)" says it all. But there is even more when you buy this title
on the site Bandcamp de Jesper Sorensen. The latter has edited 2 long
titles which melt all the music here in two long parts without
intermissions between them. An excellent initiative which gives to
those wh o buys this album more for their money. But whatever, this
album, without bonuses, is an inescapable for those who like a heavy
and very lively electronic cosmic rock. My ears ate it with delight
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from beginning to end!
Sylvain Lupari (April 23rd, 2018)
======= Downloads =======
All new Groove Releases from E-Day 2018 are now also
on the Download site. https://shop.groove.nl/
Here are the new entries:

Skoulaman - Next Steps in Evolution
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-247-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-247-mp3

Patrick Kosmos - Monument
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-249-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-249-mp3

AGE - Landscapes
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-248-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-248-mp3

Wavestar II - Nightwinds
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-246-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-246-mp3

You can find them here.
https://shop.groove.nl/
Easy to order and download!!

======= Concerts =======
E-Scape 2018
Code Indigo (UK) The Final Concert!
Ron Boots with Harold Van Der Heijden,
Frank Dorittke and Stephan Whitlan (NL, GER & UK)
VoLt (UK)
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FD Project (GER)
Gazz Collins (UK)
Concept Devices (UK) will play in the Foyer

E-Scape 2018 will be held on Saturday 2nd June 2018.
Ticket Price: £35:00 including VT download or
£45 plus postage for Ticket including VT audio on USB stick.

A unique selling point for the event is that the ticket includes an
audio ‘download’ of the event in high rate MP3, Apple Lossless or
Flac, available after the event. This means fans of the electronic
music scene from around the world who are otherwise unable to attend
can still hear the concert, albeit afterwards, and are also actively
supporting their favourite artists and the electronic music scene by so doing.

The cost of your ticket includes an MP3, Apple Lossless or Flac
download (16 bit). After the event you will be sent links to the
download of your choice. We also provide the music on USB stick for an
additional cost. You have the choice when ordering.

======= NEW and CHANGED ======
Additions and changes from April 21 2018 till May 13 2018

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Alpha Lyra - NUDE (FIM MUSIC) (cd) 24496
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=24496

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Blindmachine + Asuntar - COSMOS IN YOUR MIND (cd) 16293
2018. Very TD like from the 70's.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=16293
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Cosmic Ground - COSMIC GROUND 4 (cd) 42323
2018. Berlin School in the style of Rubycon and Phaedra. Highly recommended!!.
Release date: 21-5-2018
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=42323

*(back) in stock *
Deyen von, Adelbert - NORDBORG (cd) 88504
2016. Style: Ashra, early Schulze, Berlin School.
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=88504

*(back) in stock *
Deyen von, Adelbert - STERNZEIT (cd) 72795
2016. Style: Ashra, early Schulze, Berlin School.
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=72795

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Frank Ayers - CROSSROADS (cd) 40413
2017. Great Electronic music in the style of the 80's synth music.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=40413

*(back) in stock *
Free System Projekt&Terje Winther - SPOON FOREST (cd) 26697
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=26697

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jerome Bridonneau - HUMANS COLORS (cdr) 85054
$ 19.49 / UKP 13.75 / EURO 15.49
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=85054
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jesper Sorensen - ZERO GRAVITY (cdr) 65732
2018. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=65732

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Kebu - KRING HAVET - MEREN YMPäRILLä (cd single) 44277
2018. Special CD single.
$ 14.99 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=44277

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Kurtz Mindfields - ANALOGIC TOUCH (cd) 17303
2018. Very broad styled release..
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=17303

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Martin, Ken - NEW HORIZONS (cdr) 68550
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=68550

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Piotr Krupski - ELECTRONIC WORLDS (cd) 79182
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=79182

*(back) in stock *
Quaeschning + Schnauss - SYNTHWAVES (cd) 75657
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=75657
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*new in stock *
Ramp - NO SLEEP 'TIL WILMERSDORF (cd) 89978
2018. If you like RMI, Redshift etc this is the one to get in that style.
Only 222 copies so be on time to get this!!.
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=89978

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
RHEA - Ron Boots - Galactic Underground - COSMIC NIGHTS 2018 (cd) gr-250
2018. Special CD for the performance of RHEA / Ron Boots and Galactic Underground
Limited to 300 Copies!!.
Release date: 19 May 2018
$ 12.49 / UKP 8.75 / EURO 9.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-250

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Rudz, Przemyslaw - MASTER OF OWN FATE (cd) 27454
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=27454

*(back) in stock *
Schmoelling, Johannes - DIARY OF A COMMON THREAD (cd) 20210
2017. The brand new Johannes Schmoelling.
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20210

*(back) in stock *
Schnauss, Ulrich - MISSING DEADLINES (cd) 88626
2016. Excellent compilation of Schnauss remixes.
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=88626

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schroeder, Robert - NEW FREQUENCIES VOL.3 (cd) 51365
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=51365
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*(back) in stock *
Schulze, Klaus - MIRAGE 40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION (cd) 75300
2017. 40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION.
$ 21.99 / UKP 15.49 / EURO 17.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=75300

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schulze, Klaus - SILHOUETTES (cd) 86300
Release date: May 25 2018
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=86300

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schulze, Klaus - SILHOUETTES (2 LP + CD) (2-lp) 64023
2018. CD IN PAPER SLEEVE.
Release date: May 25 2018
$ 42.49 / UKP 29.75 / EURO 33.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=64023

*(back) in stock *
Schulze, Klaus & Namlook, Pete - DARK SIDE OF THE MOOG 9/11 (5-cd) 52718
2016. VOL.9-11/ & PETE NAMLOOK.
$ 34.49 / UKP 24.25 / EURO 27.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=52718

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - LASTWAY (cdr) 43022
2018. Berlin School from the 70's with melodies.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=43022

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
SpiralDreams - LIVE VOL.4 (cdr) 29096
2018. Berlin School from the 70's with melodies.
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$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=29096

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - LIVE AT COVENTRY CATHEDRAL (dvd) 75977
2018. ...CATHEDRAL, 1975, NTSC, REGION 0, LTD.ED. 1000 COPIES.
$ 12.49 / UKP 8.75 / EURO 9.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=75977

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
The Rosen Corporation - TARKOVSKY (cdr) 25054
2018. In the style of Klaus Schulze.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=25054

*(back) in stock *
Tyndall - SONNENLICHT (cd) 65054
2018. First released in 1980 this was the fisrt release by Tyndall.
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=65054

*(back) in stock *
Tyndall - TRAUMLAND (cd) 12045
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=12045

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Volker Rapp (Demo Art) - ST. PETERSBURG (cd) 65444
2018. A musical walk through St. Petersburg very versatile album with great music.
$ 16.25 / UKP 11.49 / EURO 12.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=65444

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Wavestar - WAVESTAR LIVE UKE 1985 (cd) 41447
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$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=41447

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Zanov - OPEN WORLDS LIVE AT SYNTHFEST 2017 (dvd) 86412
$ 33.75 / UKP 23.75 / EURO 26.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=86412

---------------------------------------------------------------------====== Groove info =====
If you missed the last E-News issues they are ALL also on-line!!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/

===== Where to get Groove =====
As all know you can get all Groove titles on out website www.groove.nl
And for those who like to buy the music as a download we have of coarse the
following outlets:

Most Groove releases are also available as Downloads on the Groove
Download page.
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/ and shop around,
But there are also releases by many other artists among them John Kerr, Remy.

For those who are a costumer of CD Baby we have also a lot of titles there
for in their program and we try to keep up with the stock there..
And they are also available through I-Tunes and Amazon downloads!
These have been added this year.

Groove is now also on Bandcamp.
The last months we have added new titles and we are adding them daily
if the time allows!
https://grooveunlimited.bandcamp.com/
You can now order from bandcamp and I hope to add new titles fast!!
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MY.GROOVE.NL
A free service for customers.
Log-in for your order history, shipping dates,
concert tickets and more. http://my.groove.nl
Two remarks:
1) The order history is updated AFTER we send you
an invoice. NOT after you placed an order.
2) The "FORGOT PASSWORD" option on the log-in
page sends the passwor
d to the Email address of your invoice.
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